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 President’s MessagePresident’s MessagePresident’s Message   

CDR Rich “Ivan” Folga, MSC USN (CAsP, FAsMA) 

SUSNAP President 

Head, Acceleration and Sensory Sciences 

Naval Medical Research Unit - Dayton 

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, OH 

 
Fellow SUSNAP Members, 
 
 Now that the dust has settled from one of the biggest community PCS shifts in years, I hope this 

latest issue of SUSNAP finds you!  My goal is to keep us all connected so please provide us with what 

we need most -- your updated contact information.  This is usually not a big deal for annual members 

who fill out the form every year and are accurately accounted for on the Phys List;  however, I received 

many bounce back e-mails recently which tells me that for some of us, especially retirees and lifetime 

members, people have moved on.  We need you to provide your most recent contact information to our 

Secretary/Treasurer, LT Shawn Dobbs.  The Secretary/Treasurer is there to serve you, but has the 

busiest and most thankless of all the SUSNAP Board of Governors (BoG) roles.  It is much more helpful 

if you are proactive and provide updated contact information, including personal e-mail and home 

address changes.  For those who have been away from the community for some time, I encourage you 

to submit a brief article describing your current activities, giving us a bit of history of the projects you 

tackled, the challenges you faced, and providing sage advice to new generations of aerospace/

operational physiologists based on the wisdom of having walked these paths before us.  We want to 

hear from you.  You may also contact CDR Amber “Surf” Biles with specific historical data to be archived 

with SUSNAP. 

 This leads to my theme for this installment:  teamwork.  As one of the many recent movers this 

summer, I found myself nestled within a new community -- the Aerospace Experimental Psychologists 

(AEPs) at Naval Medical Research Unit (NAMRU) Dayton.  I had worked only peripherally with AEPs 

before, but now I find myself more entrenched with these folks than with any other MSC sub-specialty.  

Within my department are two AEPs, plus one retired AEP and one Aerospace Optometrist;  three active 

duty and three retired/former AEPs work here in total.  I am particularly impressed with the teamwork 

and synergy I’ve seen up close from these folks.  They made my transition to a new assignment, and to 

a new chapter in my career, seamless.  I’m looking forward to strengthening this bond and carrying it 

with me beyond this assignment. 

 Leaving behind the close links to Naval Aviation has been tough.  Many of the things at our 

disposal as Physiologists at NSTI, or as an AMSO at a Naval Air Station or Marine Corps Air Station, are 

scarce in Dayton.  However, when I asked for help from my community, the usual spirit of cooperation 

and teamwork was thankfully still there.  My special thanks goes out to Heath “Red Dog” Clifford, John 

“Cookie” Cooke, Tim “Sweat Tea” Welsh, Lisa “Fin” Finlayson, Andy “Lurch” Hayes, Paul “Doogie” 

Hauerstein, and Billy Bob “Virgin” Scheeler.  Without the network of Physiologists out there supporting 

me here at NAMRU Dayton, I would really be stranded on Navy Island, Wright-Patterson Air Force 

Base.  Thanks for the assistance and preserving the spirit of teamwork that I’ve always enjoyed. 

 

       Your President, 
 

       Rich ‘Ivan’ Folga   
       SUSNAP Plank Owner  
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 Editor’s MessageEditor’s MessageEditor’s Message   

CDR Sue “Cyclone” Jay, MSC, USN (CAsP) 

SUSNAP Editor-in-Chief 
 

Aeromedical Safety Officer 

4th Marine Aircraft Wing 

New Orleans, LA 
 

 

Fellow SUSNAP Members, 

 

 As I take over the helm as Editor-in-Chief, I’m excited about the opportunity to showcase all the 

great work you do out on the flightline and in the classroom, not only among ourselves within the 

Aerospace/Operational Physiology community, but to the Fleet and beyond.  SUSNAP has a wide 

audience throughout the Medical Services Corps and the Navy as a whole, so let’s show ‘em what we’ve 

got in our collective knowledge and experience as subject matter experts in human performance 

enhancement and survival training. 

 

 I especially want to thank the outgoing SUSNAP Editor - LT Miles Erwin, for a job well done.  As 

I struggled to put this, my first issue together, I came to truly appreciate all the hard work and dedication 

LT Erwin put into turning out a quality product on a consistent basis.  His excellent turn-over notes and 

patience while answering my frantic questions about the publishing software prevented me from drop-

kicking the SUSNAP computer into Lake Pontchartrain on numerous occasions.  A big BZ goes out to 

LT Erwin and his outstanding editorial staff. 

 

 Here it comes… the plug for more articles, news, and especially pictures, on all the outstanding 

work you and your AMSCs and PRs do everyday.  SUSNAP is YOUR magazine so use it as a forum to 

share knowledge, discuss ideas, ask questions, debate topics, and pass along lessons learned (or as 

the Brits would say “Lessons Observed”).  SUSNAP is only as good as we make it. 

 

 Go forth and continue to do great things! 

 

 

       Respectfully, 

 

       Sue Jay  

Editor’s CornerEditor’s CornerEditor’s Corner   
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CAPT Matt “Ratboy” Hebert, MSC, USN 

Naval Aviation Survival Training Program (NASTP) Manager 

Naval Aerospace and Operational Physiology Specialty Leader 

Washington, DC 

 
 For those firmly entrenched in the world of Facebook, or enrolled in the new Google 
Groups 1836 LISTSERV (which is almost everyone and certainly those on active duty), many of 
the Specialty Leader community updates have already been passed in a fairly timely and 
consistent manner.  However, with this article I’d like to zoom out a bit and give you some Naval 
Aerospace and Operational Physiology Program (NAOPP) updates that may be less well 
known.  In general, how is the program doing?  I think we are doing very well! 
 

1836 Community Demographics 
 
 As of 31 SEP 12, there were 102 Aerospace/Operational Physiology (1836) officers in 
81 community-assigned billets within three broad categories: 
 

37 officers (36.2%) serve as Fleet Aeromedical Safety Officers (e.g., USMC MAG/MAW/
HQMC, Navy Wing AMSOs) 

31 officers (30.4%) serve as Aviation Survival Training Center (ASTC) personnel 
      (e.g., Interns, Assistant Directors, Directors, Department Heads) 
16 officers (15.7%) serve at higher HQ Staff/Acquisition/R&D billets 

 
Additionally, 6 officers (5.9%) reside in outfill billets (e.g., GSA Afghanistan, 1805 

(POMI) community, RAFCAM, DIAC, DoD SAPRO), and 9 officers (8.8%) occupy Executive 
Medicine (CO/XO, or other 2XXX) billets.  18 community billets (22.2%) are ‘T’ (training) coded 
and comprise mostly Interns at the eight ASTCs and physiologists executing MS or Ph.D. 
DUINS.  Additionally: 

 
11 billets (13.6%) are Phase II (i.e., Intern) billets, and are often double-stuffed so this 

number fluctuates;  primarily filled by ENS and LTJGs/LTs 
36 billets (44.4%) are Phase III (i.e., MAG-Navy Wing AMSO/ASTC DH/Asst. ASTC Dir/

Research Labs/DUINS);  primarily filled by LTs and LCDRs 
33 billets (40.7%) are Phase IV (i.e., MAW AMSO, ASTC Dir, NSTI Dir, Program Staff, 

NAVAIRSYSCOM);  primarily filled by LCDRs and CDRs 
12 billets (14.8%) are Phase V (i.e., Program Manager, NSTI Leadership, HQ USMC, 

BUMED);  primarily filled by CDRs and CAPTs 
Currently 9 officers (8.8% of the NAOPP total) occupy Phase VI (CDR/CAPT) billets to 

include Executive Medicine, CO/XO/OIC, and Joint Staff 
 
 

NAOPP Recruiting 
 
 Over the past two years (FY11 and FY12), the NAOPP met 100%+ of the recruiting 
quota as set by NAVPERS with the recruitment of five direct accession, three lateral transfer, 
and three Probationary Officer Continuation and Re-designation (POCR) candidates.  Interest in 
the NAOPP is high as I’ve personally screened approximately 165 potential candidates for the 
program! 

Interested candidates presented from a variety of sources:  word-of-mouth, personal 
relationship/knowledge with a NAOPP member, professional reputation, and/or through 

 State of the Community:  Naval Aerospace / 

Operational Physiology Program Update 
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discussions with a recruiter.  There has never been a shortage of qualified candidates who apply and 
nothing "special" or "out of the ordinary" is needed to attract quality individuals to the NAOPP. 

Concerning the POCR candidates mentioned above…in FY12, the Naval Aviation Physiology 
Planning Program Committee (NAP3C) chose to experiment with accepting three POCR candidates to 
determine if this could be a viable method of accessing more junior officers to help "spread out" the 
NAOPP rank structure. 

Candidates the NAOPP typically access each year include direct accession and lateral transfer 
officers whose commissioning rank is rarely that of ENS or LTJG, due primarily to the minimum 
education requirement of a MS degree for entry.  Programmatically, accepting POCRs is not the ideal 
accession strategy (i.e., they lack aviation experience and a Master's Degree), but bringing on these 
junior officers could have hidden benefits for our program in the long run.  More to follow on the results 
of this "experiment" in future SUSNAP articles. 

 
 

Promotion Boards 
 
This past year (FY 13 board results) the 1836 community promoted: 

 
1/5 (20%) for Captain 
1/6 (16.7%) for Commander 
1/1 (100%) for Lieutenant Commander 

 
In FY12, the 1836 community promoted: 
 

2/5 (40%) for Captain 
7/8 (87.5%) for Commander 
9/9 (100%) for Lieutenant Commander 

 
 
 Collectively, these 1836 community results (when compared to the 30 other MSC sub-
specialties) are "highly successful" (strictly as a numbers game), but unfortunately this success has 
created a "top-heavy" rank structure within the program.  The current NAOPP rank structure is as 
follows: 
 

Captain (14%)  
Commander (24%)  
(O-5 / O-6 combined = 38%) 

 
Lieutenant Commander (28.6%) 
 

 
 Unfortunately, at the beginning of FY12, our billet structure did not support the current rank 
structure well, since billets do not change nor can be added at the same rate as promotions.  So how did 
the program attempt to "fix" this problem? 
 
 

New Billets 
 
 Knowing that our community's billet structure does not support the new, current rank structure, 
the NAP3C, through some creative collective bargaining with the USMC Total Force Structure Division 
(TFSD), the USN flight surgeon community, and a little sheer luck with "billets falling out of the sky", 
seized and capitalized on some opportunities.  The result of these efforts will assist our senior officers in 
building competitive resumes for O-6 promotion boards. 
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These new billets include: 
 

 1) I MEF, II MEF, III MEF Operational Physiologists (3 new billets coded for LCDR/CDR) 
 

 2) AMSO TRAWING-4, Corpus Christi, TX (a Quad-9 billet "borrowed" from the TW-4 Flight 
     Surgeon's office, has the potential to become a "new" billet if converted to the 1836 
     community in the future;  coded for LT/LCDR) 
 

 3) MAWTS-1 AMSO (DOSS), Yuma, AZ, (1 new billet coded for LT/LCDR) 
 

 4) TESTWINGLANT AMSO, Patuxent River, MD (an internal BSC conversion from 
     NAWC AD 4.6 resulting in 1 new billet;  coded for LCDR/CDR) 
 

 5) HQMC APW-76 (USMC Aviation Weapons Systems Requirements), Washington, DC 
     (1 new billet coded for LCDR/CDR) 
 

 6) Naval Medical Research Center (NMRC) - Frederick, MD (1 new billet coded for a CAPT) 
     and Naval Medical Research Unit (NAMRU) - Dayton, OH (2 new billets converted from the 
     Naval Aerospace Research Laboratory (NAMLRL) BRAC;  one billet coded for LT/LCDR and 
     one billet coded for LCDR/CDR) 
 

Four of the new USMC billets (the three MEFs and APW-76) were converted at the request of 
TFSD from the seven allocated USMC Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) billets that came on-line in 
late FY11 as POM’d in FY06-07.  Other billets resulted from "shifting" billets already in existence 
(e.g., TESTWINGLANT, NAMRU-D), "borrowing" billets from other communities (e.g., TW-4 AMSO), 
or simply new billets created for the community (e.g., NMRC-Frederick, MAWTS-1 DOSS). 
 

 

NAOPP 10- Year Projected Losses 
 

When examining NAOPP 10-Year Loss Rate data (Figure 1), FY09/10 loss rates increased (i.e., 
more physiologists leaving the community) when compared to the three previous FYs (FY06-08), during 
which the rate of physiologists leaving the community slowed.  In FY11 and FY12, the rate of 
physiologists leaving the community once again slowed, most likely due to a struggling civilian economy 
and a higher than average promotion rate.  I expect this cycle to continue for the next couple of years, 
and there will likely be a price to pay within the 1836 community for several years due to our success at 
selection boards. 

 

 
 

 Figure 1:  Aerospace/Operational Physiologist (1836 Community) Loss Rates 
     Over a Ten-Year Period (FY 03 to FY 12) 
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In FY12, one NAOPP officer (LCDR Ron ‘Tuna’ Schoonover) re-designated to the 1805 – Plans, 
Operations and Medical Intelligence (POMI) community, and two other officers (CAPT Rich ‘Pyro’ Jehue 
and CAPT Lynn ‘Wheels’ Wheeler, both currently serving in Executive Medicine billets) executed 
planned re-designations by swapping their primary and secondary sub-specialty codes to assist in 
freeing up FY13 quotas for the 1836 community.  CDR Dave "Gunga" Hanley and LCDR Tim "Maximus" 
Ringo currently serve in 1805 POMI billets as "outfills" and will likely return to the 1836 community on 
completion of their 3-year orders since they  maintain 1836 as their primary sub-specialty code. 

A delicate balance exists in allowing outfills (including DUINS) and filling internal 1836 billets, 
especially in the current environment in which the 1836 community is growing within the context of "Big 
Navy” rightsizing. 

 

 
 

 Figure 2:  Aerospace/Operational Physiologist (1836 Community) Promotion 
     Percentages by Rank (LCDR - CAPT) Compared to Other Medical Service 
     Corps Officer Communities and the Medical Service Corps Overall Over a 
     Ten-Year Period (FY 03 to FY 12) 
 
 
Data indicate that the NAOPP promotes exceptionally well in the LCDR through CAPT ranks 

compared to the Medical Service Corps (MSC) overall and to the three major MSC officer divisions:  
Health Care Scientists (HCS), Clinicians (CCS), and Hospital Administrators (HCA) over a ten-year 
period (Figure 2).  Only HCA CAPTs have a higher promotion percentage than the NAOPP, but the HCA 
community is much larger -- approximately 1,200 total HCA officers compared to the NAOPP's 100 or so 
officers. 

One final word concerning the Figure 2 data -- I have been privy to rumors suggesting that one 
needs to leave the 1836 community (i.e., "off-ramp") to be successful and to have a "better opportunity" 
at promotion.  If you examine this data carefully, you’ll note that this is not necessarily true;  you are 
MORE likely to be promoted by staying within the 1836 community across all ranks, than in almost any 
other major MSC officer division.  The grass isn’t always greener on the other side. 
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The 1836 NAOPP 10 to 20-Year Future 
 
 

As the NAOPP Specialty Leader, the 10 to 20-year strategic outlook that I have established for 
the community will focus primarily on the following: 

 
New Technology:  leverage new, cutting edge technologies to effectively demonstrate (using the 

learning model of listen, see, do) to our student base the myriad aeromedical threats and 

hazards they potentially face in the aviation environment.  Incorporate the use of high-fidelity, 

low-cost training simulators, such as the ROBD that has already proved effective in decreasing 

the already all-time low mishap record of saving lives. 

 

Billet Growth:  in 2006, the 1836 program’s title was officially changed in the Manual of Medicine 

(MANMED) to include the word "operational" (Naval Aerospace and OPERATIONAL Physiology 

Program).  While this name change may seem trivial at first glance, the career and growth 

opportunities now available to our community will likely increase in the coming years.  The 

expansion into the USMC MEF structure and billet availability is one such example (i.e., we now 

serve in the GCE component as well as in the ACE).  We are no longer "just" AMSOs.  The 

more billets we garner for the community, the larger in end strength we can grow. 

 

NASTP (Financial) Program Management:  increased oversight of acquisition funding (actually... 

all funding) has resulted in the strengthened enforcement of new directives.  POM initiatives will 

become paramount in the upcoming fiscal years to maintain continued logistic and engineering 

support of our aviation survival training devices. 

 
“Purple Haze":  continued consideration for joint USN/USAF/USA (DoD) survival training with the 

goal of decreasing costs and eliminating redundancy within the DoD.  We need to be ready to 

make this "purple" transition, which may come sooner than we think if the joint training is 

mandated by the proposed Defense Health Agency (DHA) or other entity.  It’s not a question of 

"if" but rather "when" this transition happens.  A good, quick read on "curbing medical costs" 

within the DoD can be found at: http://www.stripes.com/news/defense-health-agency-is-the-next

-step-in-curbing-medical-costs-1.171002 

 
Human System Integration:  anticipate increased involvement in Human Systems Integration (HSI) 

for new and aging manned systems, which may include any or all of the following domains: 
 
 Training 
 Human Factors Engineering 
 Environmental, Safety, and Occupational Health 
 Maintenance 
 Manpower 
 Habitability 
 Survivability 
 Requirements 
 Research 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.stripes.com/news/defense-health-agency-is-the-next-step-in-curbing-medical-costs-1.171002
http://www.stripes.com/news/defense-health-agency-is-the-next-step-in-curbing-medical-costs-1.171002
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 In closing, the success of the NAOPP has been, and will continue to be, the quality and diversity 
of our officers.  This community has historically performed very well at promotion boards and is well-
respected in the Fleet.  It's not hard for me to defend our program to the Corps Chief because we are 
operationally focused.  The bottom line is the NAOPP exists to save lives, and we are doing that 
admirably well.  So…how are we doing as a program?  I think the numbers speak for themselves.  I am 
honored to represent the NAOPP and appreciate the faith all of you have placed in me to "carry the 
NAOPP" flag at BUMED. 
 
 Thank you for being a part of the NAOPP and for all you do for the Aerospace/Operational 
Physiology Program, regardless of the billet you fill! 
 
 
P.S. -- COMMUNICATION is the backbone the community’s success.  Don’t forget to visit our 1836 
Recruiting Facebook homepage (and give us a ‘like’) at: https://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Naval-
Aerospace-and-Operational-Physiology-Program/170548442979988 and also request to join the 
NAOPP Group Facebook page (if you haven’t already done so) at https://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/
NAOPP.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Naval-Aerospace-and-Operational-Physiology-Program/170548442979988
https://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Naval-Aerospace-and-Operational-Physiology-Program/170548442979988
https://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/NAOPP
https://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/NAOPP
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CDR Al “Big AL” Bransdorfer, MSC, USN 

Aircrew Systems Requirements (APW-76) 

Headquarters, Marine Corps 

Washington, DC 
 
 Marine Aviation celebrated its 100

th
 anniversary this year.  Throughout these hundred years the 

number one focus of Marine Aviation has been, and continues to be, the support of the ground force.  

The Naval Aerospace/Operational Physiologist Program (NAOPP) continues to be an integral part of the 

Marine Corps team.  The NAOPP also continues to evolve and grow in response to Fleet-based needs, 

resulting in the creation of several new billets, including one at the Pentagon assigned to Headquarters, 

Marine Corps (HQMC), Aviation Weapon Systems Requirements (APW). 

 It’s been 11 months since the assignment of the first Aerospace/Operational Physiologist within 

the “Aviation Hallway” in the Pentagon.  Marine Aviation at the Pentagon supports the Deputy 

Commandant for Aviation (DCA), and the APW billet resides within the support structure of the 

“Hallway”.  Aviation Weapon System Requirements (APW) itself, consists of all Marine Corps platform 

and common system requirements officers.  This now includes an Aerospace/Operational Physiologist 

assigned as the Marine Corps Aircrew Systems Requirements Officer (RO).  This position interacts with 

all platform ROs on all aircrew systems issues, not only for future programs, but all in-service issues as 

well.  For example, across the rotary wing community a degraded visual environment (DVE) is a 

significant platform issue.  This issue also spans PMA202 Aircrew Systems and their Enhanced Visual 

Acuity Program (EVA-“next gen”) night vision device (NVD).  Thus, requirement establishment is 

developed with the CH-53 program RO, the H-1 program RO, and the Aircrew Systems RO. Another 

example is the Joint Helmet Mounted Cueing System (JHMCS) requirement for the AV-8B.  The JHMCS 

requirement was one of the issues presented by the Aircrew Systems RO to the annual Council of 

Colonels at HQMC for prioritization (i.e., "racked and stacked") in the upcoming POM cycle. 

 The APW billet also interacts with the Aviation Supply and Logistics Branch (ASL) for matters 

related to aircrew systems, not only for in-service support, but future programs as well.  As an aircrew 

systems expert, the physiologist is consulted by ASL as to the potential effect of aircrew system supply 

shortages as these short falls are reported up the chain of command to HQMC.  Additionally, the 

physiologist is able to influence supply postures by serving as HQMC’s representative to the Navy 

Supply System and Defense Logistics Agency.  Coordination also occurs with Aviation Manpower 

(ASM).  ASM uses the APW billet as the liaison with the Aerospace/Operational Physiologist (1836) 

Specialty Leader in matters concerning physiologists attached to Marine Corps aviation commands.  As 

our community grows and/or our billets move around within Marine Aviation, the APW billet will become 

the focal point for our community within Marine Aviation.  Another area in which the APW billet is used is 

in Aircrew Training Systems requirements.  For example, issues related to NITE Lab requirements and 

Naval Aviation Survival Training Program requirements specific to Marine Aviation are vetted through 

the APW billet.  Aviation Plans and Policy (APP) also taps the APW billet for specific OPNAVINST 3710 

expertise, and for other plans and policy decisions related to aircrew systems. 

 Beyond the Marine Corps, the APW billet interfaces with and represents Marine Aviation aircrew 

systems requirements to OPNAV within the Pentagon.  The APW billet is becoming a focal point for N98 

(OPNAV requirements) and N43 (OPNAV current year resourcing).  As an aircrew system subject 

matter expert, the physiologist is uniquely qualified to coordinate with OPNAV aircrew systems 

 

   

HQMC APW-76 Billet 
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Requirements Officers as they develop documents for senior (Flag) decision makers.   During the POM 

budget build, the APW billet is responsible for presenting Marine Corps requirements to OPNAV for 

funding.  This process is part of the Defense Department budget that is submitted to Congress for 

approval and eventually becomes part of the President’s budget.  Each new aircrew system program 

goes through this process and a future article will describe how a new aircrew system moves from a 

Fleet requirement, to a funded program, to a fielded system.  Coordination also occurs with CNAF 

requirements and NAVAIR to establish naval aviation requirements for both in-service and future 

programs.  The APW billet also plays a large and important role in the Aircrew System ENARG and the 

NAVAIR In-Service Management Panel.  

 The APW billet is an example of the evolution of the Aerospace/Operational Physiologist 

program.  The APW billet is not primarily aeromedical safety in the "traditional" sense of an AMSO billet, 

but rather, uses the foundation provided by the AMSO experience to increase the capability of the 

human weapon system specific to aircrew systems in requirements development. The emphasis of many 

aircrew systems has moved beyond just aircrew survival and into making the aircrew an integral part of 

the aircraft system itself.  Thus, the use of the APW billet by platform ROs as a resource in their 

requirements development. 

 The new, multifaceted HQMC APW-76 billet will continue to develop and provide countless 

opportunities for the NAOPP as a whole, and will play an integral part in the development of aircraft 

system requirements for the human weapon system. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  LT Miles “Smiles” Erwin, MAG-12 AMSO, helps a distinguished visitor  
  with safety equipment before riding in an MV-22B Osprey at Marine Corps 
  Air Station Iwakuni, Japan, Sept. 27, 2012.  The Osprey flies twice as fast, 
  carries nearly three times the payload, and has four times the range of the 
  CH-46E helicopter, enhancing the U.S.-Japan security alliance 
 
 

 Around the Fleet 
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Chief Hospital Corpsman Vaughn J. Vernier, USN 

8409 Senior Enlisted Leader 

Aviation Survival Training Center, Cherry Point, NC 
 
 

 One of the most frequently asked questions I hear from Aeromedical Safety Corpsmen (AMSCs) 
and Aeromedical Safety Officers (AMSOs) alike is “What should I (or my HM2 Hard-Charger) do as an 
AMSC to be successful?”  Unfortunately, there is no magic formula, no Standard Operating Procedure 
(SOP) that fits every platform or spells out the requirements of every AMSC job.  However, there is a 
wealth of knowledge and several traits that experienced AMSCs have used over the years that led to 
successful AMSC tours. 
 

 Internal motivation and self confidence are the top personality traits an AMSC must adopt.  You 
must be a subject matter expert on a number of human performance enhancement and technical gear 
topics that are simply not common knowledge to all Hospital Corpsmen.  You are the "go to" person for 
aeromedical safety briefs, night vision device (NVD) training, LASER safety, and aviation life support 
system (ALSS) gear.  You and the AMSO must work together as a team to provide the most current, 
operationally relevant, survival and human performance enhancement information aircrew need to meet 
mission objectives. 
 

 Be proactive!  It is so easy to sit around the Safety Office waiting for the phone to ring or an e-
mail to appear about an issue brewing in a squadron.  Each command has its own unique expectations 
so you must balance your technical and professional responsibilities.  Balancing these responsibilities 
may seem overwhelming at times, so Chain-of-Command involvement is a must. 
 

 The diversity of the AMSC billet provides unique professional opportunities -- capitalize on these 
to break out from the pack.  Get involved with the local First Class Petty Officers Association (FCPOA), 
the Navy Ball Committee, and fund raising/charity efforts.  Volunteer as the Command Fitness Leader 
(CFL) and lead your command's Navy Physical Fitness Assessment (PFA) Program.  Participate as a 
member of Junior Sailor of the Quarter/Year Boards and Warfare Qualification Boards.  This will not only 
make you more competitive on Sailor of the Quarter/Year Boards, it will also improve your Performance 
Mark Average (PMA) on evaluations. 
 

 Effective communication is a must for success.  The AMSC/AMSO team must build positive 
relationships within the command, both at the MAG/Wing and at the local clinic.  Success lies in 
ensuring the command understands your AMSC responsibilities and how you can assist the command 
in both aeromedical safety and medical issues.  E-mail and phone calls are good ways to open the door, 
but engaging in one-on-one, face-to-face communication with key contacts is essential.  The 
relationships you build will require constant “care & feeding” as people transfer in and out of these 
positions. 
 

 You, as the AMSC, play a pivotal role ensuring safe mission completion at the operational level 
and providing Fleet-based feedback to shape the future of Naval Aviation Survival Training Program 
(NASTP) training.  Senior AMSCs should incorporate “desk-top SOPs” and "lessons learned" guides to 
assist their replacements.  Junior AMSCs should establish positive relationships at their commands and 
seek out new learning opportunities.  In the safety world we know there are no guarantees, but by 
following these tips the AMSC/AMSO team has a high probability of success. 
 
 

 

 

 

   

Aeromedical Safety Corpsman (AMSC) Tips for Success 
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LT Martin Wright, MSC, USN (Dual Designated) 

Aeromedical Safety Officer 

VAQ Wing Pacific, Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, WI 

 
 Never one to pass up an opportunity for a 
free ride in a helicopter and to “play” in the 
mountains, I readily accepted a request to take some 
VAQ-129 (Electronic Attack Fleet Replacement 
Squadron) aircrew into to the Cascade mountains for 
a Search and Rescue exercise (SAREX).  A few 
weeks out from the event, I met with the SAR 
Detachment to coordinate and schedule the training.  
It’s a luxury having two MH-60S helos here at Naval 
Air Station Whidbey Island (NASWI), but don’t let a 
lack of limousines be your reason for not taking 
aircrew out into the elements for hands-on training.  
Our backup plan was a van and some nearby 
forestland in the event the helo couldn’t launch that 
day. 
 

 Aviation Survival Training Center (ASTC) Whidbey Island generously supported our training with 
a motivated team that included HM1 Nathan Charbonneau and PR2 Cliff Erickson.  Having little 
professional training in survival skills other than years of backpacking, camping, and SERE school, I was 
very happy to have the experienced extra hands and minds along for the exercise. 
 

 The plan was to fly for about a half an hour to the north Cascades and find someplace cold and 
gnarly to land, drop us off for about two hours of training, then the SAR Det would practice picking us up 
and recovering to Whidbey.  I am blessed with a very autonomous work situation -- the only rules or 
restrictions for the event can best be summarized by my Commodore’s parting words to me ten minutes 
before I walked to the helo, “Get ‘em cold and wet, but do NOT let any of my aircrew ‘dangle!’”  My 
response, “Roger that, sir.  What about me?  Can I dangle?”  Swift reply from the Commodore, “You?  I 
don’t give an s%^# about you!  You can dangle the whole dang flight for all I care!”  SAR Det had a fairly 
high-visibility mishap this past spring while short hauling, thus the concern with “dangling” from my Boss. 
 

 With a SAR crew of five, plus me, HM1 Charbonneau, PR2 Erickson, and our four VAQ-129 
aircrew, the back of the helo would not have been an easy dunker ride -- especially when you include all 
the gear that an overland SAR bird carries at all times.  Just before calling for taxi, the Helicopter Aircraft 
Commander (HAC) decided that the fifth SAR crewman would have a very limited chance of egress if 
we crashed or ditched, and therefore kicked off one of our VAQ-129 aircrew.  We took off at 1130 and 
launched to the north.  It was exhilarating to fly at 500’ and below with our starboard cabin door open on 
a cool, crisp Whidbey day.  I had a hunch this wouldn’t be the only time during the day when I felt it 
necessary to check my bank account and verify that DFAS wasn’t taking money back.  
 

 Weather in the mountains was sketchy and kept us from going as high as I had hoped, but the 
crew eventually shot a beautiful approach to a nice unprepared LZ in a fork of the Nooksack River at a 
little below 2000’ MSL.  On landing we ran the VAQ-129 aircrew out of the rotor arc and I handed them a 
survival seat kit (acquired from the local Fleet Readiness Center), an old parachute canopy, and a 
bunch of 550 cord.  We unrolled a large tarp (super-sized space blanket) on the ground for the aircrew 
to place their gear, so their PRs wouldn’t kill me for getting it dirty.  HM1 Charbonneau began putting the 
aircrew through some first aid training -- a flail injury from the simulated ejection and a PLF injury.  We 
focused on teaching rather than evaluating.  The aircrew don’t rough me up for my lack of knowledge of 
their aircraft and missions, so I try to afford them the same respect when teaching things in our 
aeromedical realm. 
 

 

 

 A few minutes into the training, and well after the helo should have lifted out of the zone to go do 

 

   

Survival Training Exercise Turns Real 
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their own SAR training, I was still up on wireless 
comms with the helo crew.  I heard the HAC say 
reluctantly that she would be shutting down due 
to a possible transmission malfunction.  Her 
description of the problem was understandably 
a little more... "colorful" than that, and it was 
becoming apparent that we might be at the site 
for longer than expected as the co-pilot and 
crew chief were seen scrambling up a steep hill 
towards what looked like a dirt road and a 
possible truck.  At about the 1.5 hour mark, the 
HAC shut down the APU (Auxiliary Power Unit), 
confirming that it wouldn't be a quick decision to 
fire the bird back up and fly out of there.  By now 
clouds had rolled in and we were getting a little 
rain.  With the helo crew getting out of their 
broken aircraft, one of the more junior VAQ-129 
aircrew asked me in a very serious tone, 

“Marty… is this part of the training exercise?”  I replied that this was no longer a simulation and that they 
may want to make their little cartoon-looking shelter a bit more sturdy and spacious for a party of ten. 
 

 Thankfully, the crew had a great sense of humor and we had no whiners.  We all got quickly to 
work since nightfall was approaching.  We had an awesome fire (thanks to a “Matchblast,” some gauze, 
lip balm, and some borderline dry wood we found under some felled trees).  Donald Trump himself 
would have desired the shelter the aircrew built.  Two enterprising souls were fishing for trout with a 
hook and a worm, and thanks to HM1 and PR2, we even roasted hot dogs over the roaring fire.  If this 
was “roughing” it, I’d like to do more of these exercises in the future. 
 

 The helo crew hopped out of the bird, rolled up their sleeves, and got to work setting up for a 
long night in the event that we would have to stay.  Apparently, it’s not customary to leave a twenty 
million dollar aircraft overnight in the middle of nowhere.  Just before sunset, the co-pilot and crew chief 
came back to the site with news that they had hitched a ride into town and were able to call base.  The 
CO had authorized the one-time fly back of the bird, but only with the SAR crew onboard -- no PAX.  
Luckily, the same Department of Natural Resources (NDR) employee who had driven the SAR crew into 
town for better phone reception, volunteered to drive the rest of us to a bigger landing zone about ten 
miles closer to town.  We quickly broke down our “campsite” and hopped into the bed of her pickup 
truck.  The SAR Det had already coordinated with their other - freshly “up and up”- helo to come pick us 
up in the new zone. 
 

 We walked around the large zone to ensure there were no obstructions and I walked across the 
field to meet the farmer who apparently owned the land.  He was excited that what looked like aliens to 
him had landed on his little patch of earth.  I asked him if he had any earthly moonshine, but alas, he 
had none.  It was just as well, because once we heard the helo we shot off more pyrotechnics than Bay 
Ops, ASTC Pensacola shoots off in a quarter!  The aircrew loved shooting off the flares and Mk 124s, 
and from a training perspective it was a great opportunity because they were certainly rusty.  About ten 
cars worth of people had stopped to park and watch these 
strange aliens in green suits shoot flares up into the 
heavens and then hop aboard a helicopter - it must’ve been 
quite a show. 
 

 Thirty minutes later we landed at NASWI safe and 
sound.  A two-hour SAREX had turned into a solid six hour 
event with two different helos, a pickup truck, campfire, 
pyrotechnics, and a renewed interest in always dressing in 
and carrying the best survival gear so as to be prepared for 
the worst! 
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Community NewsCommunity NewsCommunity News   

 Command / CO/XO ScreeningCommand / CO/XO ScreeningCommand / CO/XO Screening   

 PromotionsPromotionsPromotions   

CAPT Rita G. Simmons, MSC, USN 
Commanding Officer 

Naval Medical Research Unit - San Antonio 
San Antonio, TX 

 

CAPT Lynn Wheeler (currently Deputy, PACFLT Surgeon) 
Screened for XO, Support, COMPACFLT 

 

O-6 Promotions 

Becky Bates 

Matt Hebert 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

O-5 Promotions 

Rob Higgins 

Nick DiMaso 

Brian Bohrer 

Amber Biles 

Jim Balcius 

Ellis Gayles 

Dave Peterson 

Sean Lando 

 

 

O-4 Promotions 

Amy Hendrix 

Dan Immeker 

John Cooke 

 

 

 

 

 

O-3 Promotions 

Eric Anderson 

Nathan Noakes 

 

 

 

 

O-2 Promotions 

Hadley Sulpizio 
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Community NewsCommunity NewsCommunity News   

 Education / DUINSEducation / DUINSEducation / DUINS   

 Awards / RecognitionAwards / RecognitionAwards / Recognition   

ENS Chris Murr (Intern, ASTC Pax River) 
 

selected for FY13 Master’s of Public Health (MPH) program with an emphasis 
in Aerospace Physiology at the Uniformed School of Health Sciences (USHS) 

(1-year program starting JUL 2013) 

 

 

LCDR Stephen Popeilarz (Defense Intelligence Agency) 
 

recipient of the 2012 CJ Redmond Distinguished Alumni Award 
from the Exercise Science and Sports Studies faculty of 

Springfield College, MA 
 
 
 

LCDR Corey Littel (AMSO, Naval Test Wing Atlantic) 
 

recipient of the SAFE* Association, 2012 General Spruance Award 
for recognition in providing outstanding aviation survival training to Flight Test Engineers 

while serving as Director, ASTC Patuxent River, MD 
 

* (Survival and Flight Equipment Association) 

 
 

In Memorandum 

 

Dr. Anna M. Biles 

September 15, 1933  -  October 23, 2012 

 

Mother of CDR Amber Biles, died peacefully in her sleep in 

North Bethesda, MD.  She will be buried next to her husband 

Dr. (LCDR, ret.) Joel T. Biles in 

Arlington National Cemetery in the spring of 2013 

 

Our thoughts and prayers go out to Amber and her family 
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SUSNAP Membership Form 
 

 Name:________________________________________________ 

 (Last, First, MI) 

 Rank:_______________  Call Sign:_________________________ 

Mailing Address: 

_____________________________________________________ 

(Street) 

_____________________________    ______________________ 

(City, State) (Zip Code) 

E-Mail:_______________________________  

 Phone:_______________________________ 

Payment:  (Make checks payable to The Society of U.S. Naval Aerospace 

 Physiologists) 

Annual:  ($20.00)    __________ 

Lifetime:  ($200.00)*   __________ 

Lifetime Emeritus:  ($100.00)  __________ 

Donation:       __________ 

SUSNAP Coin:  ($5.00)  __________ 

Total Enclosed:    __________ 

 

Secretary/Treasurer: 

LT Shawn Dobbs, MSC, USN 

DSN:  922-3997  Comm:  850-452-3997  Fax:  850-452-3968 

E-Mail:  Phillip.dobbs@navy.mil  

 

Mail to: 

COMTRAWING SIX, ATTN AMSO 

390 San Carlos Road, Suite C 

Pensacola, FL 32 508-5509 

 

*New Lifetime members receive a SUSNAP 
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